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Why Do We Tell 
Children to Read?

We're always telling children that books and 
reading are good for them, but have we ever 
really thought about why that's true?  Exactly what 
do older children get out of reading novels?  What 
do younger kids get from reading children's stories 
and being read to? 

Does reading matter?



Reading is like swimming.

 Getting your 10-metre certificate is not the end of your swimming 
career. It’s the beginning. Once you can use a stroke or two to propel 
yourself along, you can strike out, build up your swimming stamina and 
enjoy the water. Perhaps in time you’ll swim the Channel or compete in 
the Olympics. The possibilities are endless but not if you hardly ever go in 
the water.

 To become confident deep-end readers, children have to practise all 
the time. Otherwise they will slip backwards and even the decoding 
skills will dull. Real readers go on getting better at it throughout their 
lives.



Reading is an important skill that needs to be 
developed in children.  Not only is it necessary for 
survival in the world of schools and (later on) 
universities and the world of work, but in adult life as 
well.  

The more children read, the better they become at 
reading.  It's as simple as that.  The more enjoyable the 
things they read are, the more they'll stick with them 
and develop the reading skills that they'll need for full 
access to information in their adult lives. 

Reading should be viewed as a pleasurable activity -
as a source of entertaining tales and useful and 
interesting factual information.



The more young children read stories and are read to, the greater their 
interest in mastering reading.  Reading out loud exposes children to proper 
grammar and phrasing.  It enhances the development of their spoken 
language skills, their ability to express themselves verbally.

Reading, by way of books, children's stories, magazines or websites, 
exposes kids to new vocabulary. Even when they don't understand every 
new word, they absorb something from the context that may deepen their 
understanding of it the next time the word is encountered.  When parents 
read aloud to children, the children also hear correct pronunciation as 
they see the words on the page, even if they can't yet read the words on 
their own.



Did you know? 

A report from the Oxford University Press highlighted the importance 
of parents reading with their children. 

'Children who read outside of class are 13 times more likely to read 
above the expected level for their age'.

If you can’t read 5% of words in a text the meaning becomes lost. This 
is why it is so important to read with your child to help them overcome 
unfamiliar or tricky words, so that they understand what they are 
reading. 



What is reading?

phonics (sounds)

oo igh er

oi               tion g



What is reading?

Word reading – using the sounds to decode

book                  night                 winter

boil               action                  go



Reading is not about simply saying 

the words correctly.

 No English exam tests this.

 Reading is about understanding the words.

 Reading between the lines, gaining meaning from the text. 



Reading Comprehension
The next step

Retrieval and recall

Understanding what they are reading –
inference (becoming text detectives!)

Reading for pleasure

Exposure to new vocabulary 

These are the most important bits!



 Children will always be tested on their ability to 
read and understand. Children cannot leave 
school with a qualification in maths and English.

 All employers want a GCSE or equivalent in 
English and maths.

 We check their understanding not their ability to 
decode words.

 Some children read well but have little or no 
understanding of what they have just read. 



The essential part of reading is 

understanding of vocabulary. 

 What words mean and are they used correctly. 

 A child who has a good vocabulary and is exposed to a wide 

vocabluary always do better in exams. 





Vocabulary
• Vocabulary is an 

essential part of 
reading/writing

• Don’t assume the 
children know what they 
are reading 

• Model using different 
contexts

• Synonyms 
• Put it in a new sentence





What is a dinner dance?
What does dear mean? Synonym?
Is she looking forward to it? How do you know?
What will happen next?



What can you see? What do you think their lives are like? How do you know?



Key Stage 2

Insert a sentence: 

“Drips of blood lead to the motionless 
man sprawled across the floor of the 
now silent home.”

Headline (Summarise): 

Mysterious man commits knife crime!



Stage 2

1. Why do you think the author chose to 
call the text ‘Graveyard book?’

2. What do you think happened in the 
story? Give reasons for your answer. 

3. How did the man get into the house? 
How do we know this? 

4. Do you think the knife had fulfilled its 
purpose? Explain.

5. The chapter is called ‘How Nobody 
came to the Graveyard.’ What do you 
think this means? Explain your answer.

6. Explain what is meant by the phrase 
‘mist slithered and twined into the 
house.’



What happens next in reading 
comprehension?

Children could be asked to:
 Write the end

 Insert a twist

 Give their opinions

 Describe their favourite part

 Write a book review

 Answer some questions based on the text

 Draw what happens next

 Act out the story

 Retell/summarise the story



All children are assessed in Reading, Writing and 
Maths. Reading is assessed though a test. These 

could be any genre of writing. After they have read 
a section they are required to answer questions 

based on it. 

Children cannot have any help from an adult. 



Reading There are different types of questions in 
this test: 

• Straight forward literal questions where the 
answers are in the text. 

• Inference/deduction questions are ‘reading 
between the lines’ questions. What is the text 
hinting at?

• Analytical questions require more thought. Their 
opinion may be called upon and they have to think 
of reasons why words or features are used.



Examples Reading Paper 2019 –
The Music Box



Tricky vocabulary used: e.g. 

Indignant

Cerise 

Contraptions 



Example of Questions from Reading Paper 2019



What you can do at home

 Read regularly with your child. Listen to them and let them listen to 
you.

 Ask about vocabulary. Provide examples of it in sentences.

 Discuss the pictures. It’s amazing what they can pick up and imagine.

 Discuss your favourite characters.

 If they didn’t enjoy their reading book ask why. How could the book 
be better? Explore ideas together.

 Make predictions.

 Encourage them to draw or write something to do with the 
book/character.



Help is here if you need it!

Age appropriate book lists

Question prompts to use when listening to 
your children read

Book club - £1 for a new book or 50p for 
nearly new.



I’m really busy, I don’t have lots of 

time for reading so what can I do?

 Just ten minutes a day can make a huge difference to your child’s 

reading. That’s all it takes! Even in a traffic jam your child could be 

doing a bit of reading to you.

 Look for words everywhere, when you are out and about – on signs, 

posters, even on the subtitles on the TV – it all counts towards 

building that reading environment, and forming those reading 

habits.



My child hates books, what can I 

do?

 Create a positive book-filled environment, and don’t expect a quick 

fix! Don’t be negative about comics and magazines, words are 

words and a comic might just tip a negative child over into positive. 

It’s a slow process to shift attitudes, but more than worth it.

 Also; remember that the adult controls how much gaming/internet 

time a child can have.



I’m convinced my child has 

dyslexia, what should I do?

 Firstly, make an appointment with our Special Educational Needs 

Coordinator. Before you go, make specific notes about your child’s 

problems with reading and writing, but don’t be tempted to look it 

all up online as this will probably not be helpful.

 All children are different and some come to reading much later 

than others – this does not necessarily mean they are dyslexic.



My child will only spend time on 

their phone or tablet

 You are in charge!

 Limit their screen time

 Too much screen time is unsafe and unstimulating

 Ir damages their ability to communicate and their  vocabulary.




